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Warp Drive, Dark Energy, and t he Manipulation of Extra 
Dimensions ' 

Introduction 

If one is to realistically enteгtain the notion of interstellar exploration in · 
timeframes of а human lifespan, а dramatic shift in the traditional appro.ch to 
spacecraft propulsion is necessary. It has been known and well tested sihce 
the time of Einstein that all matter is restricted to motion at suЬlight velocities 
( << З х 108 m/s, the speed of light, or с), and that as matter approacheS, the 
speed of light, its mass asymptotically approaches infinity. This mass inct ease 
ensures that an infinite amount of energy would Ье necessary to travel at the 
speed of fight, and, thus, this speed is impossiЫe to reach and represent~ an 
absolute speed limit to all matter traveHng through spacetime. ·' 

Even if an engine were designed that could propeJ а spacecraft to ап ) 
appreciaЫe fraction of light speed, travel to even t .he closest stars would;take 
many decades in the frame of reference of an observer оп Eaгth. Although 
these 1engthy transit tirries would not make interstellar exploration impdssiЬle, 
they would ceгtainly dampen the enthusiasm of governments or private : 
individuals funding these missions. After afl, а mission whose success is r 
perhaps а century away would Ье difficult to justify. In recent years, ho~ever, 
pt1ysicists have discovered two loopholes to Einstein's ultimate speed limit: 
the Einstein-Rosen bridge (commonly referred to as а "wormhole") and the 
warp drive. Fundamentally, both ideas involve manipulation of spacetim~ itself 
in .some exotic way that al lows for faster-than-light (FTL) travel. · 

Essentially, the wormhole jnvolves connecting two potentially distant reфons 
of space Ьу а topological shortcut. Theoretically, one would enter the 
wormhole and instantaneously Ье transported to the exit located in а distant 
region of space. Although no observational evidence of wormholes exists: 
theoretically they сап exist as а valid solution to general relativity. 

The warp drive-the main focus this paper-involves local manipulation of the 
fabric of spac:e in the immediate vicinity of а spacecraft. The basic idea is jto 
create an asymmetric ЬuЬЫе of space that is contracting in front of the ! 
spacecraft while expanding behind it. Using this form of locomotion, the i 

' spacecraft remains stationary inside this "warp l:>ubЫe," and the movement of 
space itself facilitates the relative motion of the spacecraft. The most ! 
attractive feature of the Warp drive is that the theory of relativity places no 
l<nown restrictions оп the motion of space itself, thus allowing for а 
convenient circumvention of the speed of light barrier. 

j 

Ari advanced aerospace platform incorporating warp drive techno1ogy would 
profoundly alter the capacity to explore-and potentially to colonize-the ! 
universe. Because а warp drive is not limited Ьу the speed of light, one c~n 
only guess the top speeds such а technology might Ье сараЫе of achievirig. 
For the sake of argument, let's consider the duration of trips taken Ьу а ; 
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Warp Drive, Dark Energy, and the Manipulation of Extr~ 
Dimensions · 

Introduction 

If 011е is to realistically entertain the notion of interstellar exploration in ; 
timeframes of а human Нfespan, а dramatic shift in the traditional appro~ch to 
spacecгaft propulsion is necessary. It has been known and well tested sihce 
the time of Einstein that all matter is restricted to motion at suЬlight velЧcities 
( << З х 108 m/s, the speed of light, or с), and that as matter approaches; the 
speed of light, its mass asymptotically appгoaches infinity. This mass incГease 
ensures that an infinite amount of eneгgy would Ье necessary to travel at the 
speed of light, and, thus, this speed is impossiЫe to reach and represent~ an 
absolute speed limit to all matter traveling through spacetime. 

1 

Even if ап engine were designed that could prope1 а spacecгaft to an 1 

арргесiаЫе fraction of light speed, travel to even the closest stars would]take 
many decades in the fгame of гeference of an observeг on Earth. Althoug'1 
these lengthy tгansit times would not make interstellaг exploгation impossiЫe, 
they would certainly dampen the enthusiasm of goveгnments or private 
individuals funding these missions. After all, а mission whose success is 
perhaps а century away 'would Ье difficult to justify. In гecent years, however, 
physicists have discovered two loopholes to Einstein's ultimate speed lirt\it: 
the Einstein-Rosen bridge (commonly refeгred to as а "wormhole'~) and the 
warp dгive. Fundamentally, both ideas involve manipulation of spacetim~ itself 
in some exotic way that allows fог faster-than-light (FTL) travel. i 
Essentially, the wormhole involves connecting two potentially distant гegions 
of space Ьу а topological shortcut. Theoretically, сте would enteг the ; 
wormhole and instantaneously Ье transported to the exit located in а dis~ant 
гegion of space. Although по obseгvational evidence of woгmholes exists~ 
theoretically they сап exist as а valid solution to geneгal relativity. 

The wагр drive-the main focus this papeг-involves local manipulation o f the 
fabгic of space in the immediate vicinity of а spacecгaft. The basic idea is ito 
сгеаtе ап asymmetгic ЬuЬЫе of space that is contracting iп fгont of the 1 

spacecгaft while expanding behind it. Using this form of locomotion, the i 
spacecгaft remains stationaгy inside this "warp ЬuЬЫе," and the movem~nt of 
space itself facilitates the гelative motion of the spacecгaft. The most ! 
attractive featuгe of the warp dгive is that the theory of relativity places no 
known гestrictions оп the motion of space itself, thus allowing for а 
convenient ciгcumvention of the speed of light Ьаггiег. 

Ап advanced aerospace platform incorporating warp drive techno!ogy wo~ld 
pгofoundly alter the capacity to explore-and potentially to colonize-the ! 
universe. Because а wагр drive is not limited Ьу the speed of light, опе с~п 
only guess the top speeds such а technology might Ье сараЫе of achievi '19· 
For the sake of argument, let's consideг the duгation of tгips taken Ьу а ; 
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spacecraft сараьtе of 100с 1 for ап array of exotic destinations of possiЫe 
int~rest. As ТаЫе 1 shows, trips to the planets within сзuг own solar syst~m 
would take hours r.ather than years, and journeys to local star system would 
Ье measured in weeks rather than hundreds of thousands of ·years. 1 \ .. ·. . . 

ТаЫе 1. Transit Times to Various Exotic .Destinations 
at 100 Times the Speed of Light 

1 

Destination 1 Transit Time 
Магs 1 193 seconds 
Jupiter 1 36 minutes 
Ne~tune 1 4 hours 
AJ~ha Centauri ... 15 days 

-·-·-·····-· 
Epsilon Eridani 38 days 
The Orion Nebula i.з years 

Until гecently, the warp drive was а concept reseгv~d for science fiction. ! 
However, а 1994 рарег Ьу Miguel AlcuЬierre placed the idea on а more solid 
theoretical footing. Alcublerre (Reference 1) demonstrated that а specific 
Lorentzian rrianifold coiJld Ье chosen that exhiblted bubЬle-like featuгes i 

reminiscent of the warp drive from the popular Star Trek television serie~, The 
ЬuЬЫе allowed for the surrounding spacetime to move at FTL speeds, an~ the 
inhaЬitants of .the ЬuЬЫе would feel no acceleration effects because spa~etime 
itself would. Ье in motion instead of the spacecraft and its inhabltants. 1 

А number of papers have emerged in recent years that buПd on this origi t;tal 
idea. However, these papers do not typically address how one might actu~lly 
create the necessary spacetime ЬuЬЫе. Our own research directly addre~ses 
this question from а new and unique perspective and introduces а novel 1 
paradigm shift in the field of warp drive study (Reference 2). More formatJy, 
our work ~pproaches th~ physics of warp drive from Ф~ perspective of 1 
quantum f1eld theory; th1s d1verges from the more trad1t1onal approach to 
wаф dгives, which utilizes the physics of general relativity. One of the ! 
improvements the model introduces is а dramatic reduction in the overali 
energy required to create such а phenomenon. i 

The roadmap to this new idea was the observation that spacetime is curr~ntly 
known to Ье in а state of accelerated expansion, as demonstrated Ьу the ! 
redshifting of galaxies, and the belief ,that if the mechanism for this expa~sion 
could Ье understo~d, then it_ might ultimately Ье cont~olled. А ro~ulaг teгrn 
used Ьу cosmolog1sts today 1s "dark energy," an exot1c and ub1qu1tous fo~m of 
en.ergy that ls believed to constitute over 70 percent of the matteг-energy 
content of the universe (Reference 3-6). Опе salient feature of dark energy is 
its rntrinsic ablJity tO generate ПE:!gative pressure, tausing the fabric Of Sp~ce 
to expand in the way that rs currently observed (Reference 7). ! 

1 
i 

! 
. ! 

·
1 Tl1i.s speed; 1"/hile sori\ewt1at arbitrary , l1igt11ights the .fact that our galaxy woLild become fаг тоге accessib(e if ог 
w/1en one discoveгs how to surpass the speed of light batтier. J 

~ 
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Although we know what dark energy does, we do not yet fully understan~ its 
nature. We do not understand why it exists or how it is created; we simP,ly 
know it provides ai1 ever-present force on spacetime, causing the universe to 
expand. Indeed, recent high-precision experimental observations indicat,'e dark 
energy rnay Ье а cosmological vacuum energy (Reference 8-10). These ' 
obseгvations are ьased оп the magnitudes of high-redshift supernova an~ 
have been а source of high research activity of late owing to the unexpe<;ted 
discovery that the rate of expansion of the universe is increasing ( comm~nly 
refeгred to as accelerated expansion). ] 

One tantalizing aspect of dark energy is that if it were fully understood, and if 
а technology were developed that could generate and harness the exotic ' 
effects of dark energy on the fabric of space, then а warp drive would Ье one 
step closer to .technological reality. WhПe а full understanding of the true 
nature of dark :energy may Ье many уеагs C1Way, it is entirely feasiЬle that 
experimental breakthroughs at the Large Hadron Collider ог development s in 
the field of M-theory could lead to а quantum leap in our understanding qf this 
unusual fotm of energy and perhaps help to direct technological innovati{>ns. 

! 

. 1 
Our own reseaгch focuses on gaining ai1 understanding <>f the physical or~gin 

of dark energy. Ву exploring novel ideas at the forefront of theoretical pl1ysics, 
one is аЫе to propose а physically viaЬle model incorporating some of th~ 
cutting-edge ideas emerging from string theory and quantum field theo,.Y. This 
leads to а deeper understanding of the possiЫe origin of dark energy an~ 
allows consideration of а mechanism that would allow а sufficiently advanced 
techno1ogy to control the dark energy density in any region of space, and!thus 
the expansion of space. This work has clear implications for the advanceфent 
of warp drive research. ' 

This рарег is structured as follows: Section 2 reviews the mоге traditiona!I 
general rt;!lativistic warp drives, the energy required to create them, and ' he 
physics гequired to understand them. Section З discusses the cosmological 
constant, а term featured in Einstein's equation that regulates the contra~ion 
and ·expansion of the spacetime. Section 4 introduces the Casimir energy,! 
which, under certairi conditi'ons, may Ье the phenomenon that physically ! 
generates the cosmorogical constant. Section 5 discusses higher dimensiqns in 
physics and their importance in the context of Casimir energy calculation~. 
Section 6 introduces the formulas that demonstrate that the Casimir eneфies 
in higheг dimensions may in fact Ье the dark energy that is responsiЫe fO:r the 
accelerated expansion of the universe. Section 7 relates all the previous : 
concepts together and introduces the novel warp drive paгadigm. Sectiori lB 
performs original ca\culations of the energy required to сгеаtе а superluminaJ 
warp drive. Finally, the paper speculates about the technological progres~ that 
would Ье necessary to turn this model into а reality. ; 
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2. General Relativistic Warp Drives 

AlcuЬierre (Reference 1) derived а spacetime metr ic motivated Ьу cosmologica l itlflation 
that wou ld allow arbltrarily short travel t imes. between two distant points in space. The 
"warp dri~e" metric uses coordinates (t, х, у, z) and curve (or worldline) х = Xsh(t), у = 
О , z = О , lying in the t -x plane passing through the origin. Note that Xsn is the x -axis 
coordinate position of the moving spaceship (or warp ЬuЬЫе) frame . The metric1! 
specifying this particular spacetime geometry is (Reference 1): · 

(2.1) 

where С is the speed Of light, V5t1(t) is the speed associated w jth the CUГVe (ОГ warp 
ЬuЬЫе speed), and Гsh(t) is the Euclidean distance from t he curve. The warp buЫble 
shape function f (rsh ) is any smooth posit ive function that sa tisfies f (О) = 1 and j 
decreases away from the origin to vanisli when Гsh > R for some distance R. The i 
geometry of each spatial slice is flat, and spacetime is flat where f (rsh) vanishes put is 
curved where it does not vanish . 

The driving mechanism of EqLration ( 2.1 ) is the York extrinsic time, Э. This quantity is 
defined as (Reference 1) : : 

The Э behavior of the warp drive ЬuЬЫе 
provides for the simultaneous expansion 
of space behind the spacecraft and а 
corresponding contraction of space in 
fгont of the spacecraft. Figure 1 illustrates 
the .Э. behavior of the warp drive ЬuЬЫе 
geometry. Thus the spacecraft is 
enveloped within а warp ЬuЬЫе and сап 
Ье made to exhiblt an arbltra ri ly large 
faster-than-light (FГL) speed ( vsh > > с) 
as viewed Ьу external coordinate 
observers. Even though the worldlines 
iлside the warp ЬuЬЫе region are 
spacelike fог all external observers, the 
moving spaceship (warp ЬuЬЫе) frame 
itself never travels outside of its !оса! 
comoving light cone and thus does not 
violate special relativity. Figuгe 1 . Уогk Extгinsic Time ( Э) Plot 

(2.2) 

1 А spacetime metric (ds1 ), or line eternent, is а Lorentz-invariant distance function between any two points iin 
spacetime that is defined Ьу ds2 .= g ,,dx" dx'·, where g,., is the metric tensor which is а 4,4 matrix tt1at епсо4еs the 
geometry of spacetime and dx" is the infinitesimal coordinate separation between two points . The Greek indices (µ, 
v =· 0 ... 3) denote spacetime coordinates, х" ... х3 , such that х1 ".х3 "' space coordinates and х" .,, t ime coordinaф . 

1 
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2.1 WARP DRIVE REQUIREMENTS 

Implementation of FТL interstellar travel via warp drives requires engineering of J 
spacetime iпto very 5pecia lized local geometries as shown Ьу Equatioп (2.1). The 
analysis о\' these via the general relativistic field equation plus the resultaлt sourq:e 
rilatter equations of state demonstrates that such geometries require the use of : 
"exotic" matter in order to produce th e requisite FТL spacetime modi fication. Exotic 
matter is generally defined Ьу general relativity (GR) physics to Ье matter that 1 
possesses (renormalized) negative eпergy density aпd/or negative stress-tensio~ ( = 
positive outward pressure, aka gravitational repu lsion) . The terril is widely ; 
misunderstood and misapplied Ьу the non-GR commu nity. Also, it has been cJai rr\ed 
that FТL spacetimes аге not plausiЬle because exotic matter vfol.ates the general 1 

relativistic energy conditions. 2 However, this has been shown to Ье а spurious isS,ue 
(Refereпce 11). i 

The епегgу density for the Alcublerre (Reference 1) warp drive that is derived from the 
general relativistic field equation is complex, so we instead use а more simple foфiula 
to express the net energy required, E.·. arтJJ to build а warp ЬuЬЫе around а spaceфip 
(Reference 12): 

' <1- R 2 v;..,rp с с; 

G (2.3) 

= -(I .21 х 1044 ) i'~,rr R2 cr , 

where G is Newton's universa l g ravitatioп constant (6 .673 х 10-н N·m2/kg 2
), v\\arr\is the 

dimensionless speed of the warp ЬuЬЫе, R (> О) is the radius of the warp bubЬlej and v 
(> .О) is proportional to the inverse of the warp ЬuЬЫе wall tl1ickпess д (i .e., cr - 1/д) . 
Equation (2. 3) cha racterizes the amount of negative епегgу that one пeeds to localize 
in the wa!Js of the warp ЬuЬЫе . ТаЫе 2 presents а tabu lation of the req uired negative 
energy as а funct ion of the "warp factor," v"·arp · One са п compare the va lues of в..,irp in 
the tаЫе wit h the (positive) rest-eпergy contained in the Sun (1.79 х 1047 J ) . The: 
consequence of Equation (2. 3) and ТаЫе 2 is t hat if one wants to traveJ at hyper/(ght 
speeds, t hen the warp ЬuЬЫе energy requ irement will Ье an enormous negative ! 
пumber. And this remains true even if one engiпeers ап arЬitrarily !ow suЬlight sp

1
eed 

warp ЬuЬЫе. Engineering а warp drive ЬuЬЫе is qui te daunting g iven these result r:; . 

2 The condition for ordinary, classical (non cexotic) forms of matter that we аге familiar with in nature is tha\ ре > р 
and/ or Р< ~ О, where РЕ is t he energy density and р is the pressure/stress-tension of some source of matterJ These 
conditions гергеsепt two examples of what аге variously called the "standard" energy conditions: Weak En~rgy 
Condition (WEC: р, :<: О, ро; + р <:О), Null Energy Condition (NEC: р, + р 2: О), Dominant Епегgу Condition (D,EC), 
апd Strong Епегgу Condition (SEC). Тhese energy conditions forbld negative energy density betv1een materjal 
objects to occur in nature, bt1t they аге mere hypotheses. The energy conditions were developed to estaЬlisr а 
series of mathematical hypotheses governing the behavior of collapsed-matter singularities i'n the study of j 
cosmology and Ыасk holes. · 

2 
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ТаЫе 2. Negative Energy Required for Warp ВuЬЫе 
(Larger Negative Energy) 

\Vагр Factoг, V,varp E "'r'.rp (J) 

10-5 (= 3 km/s) -3.03 х 1040 

10-: (= 30 km/s) - 3.03 х ·1042 

0.0 1 (= 3,000 km/s) -3.03 х 1046 

0.5 (= 150,000 km/s) -7.59 х 1049 

1 (= !ight speed) -3 .03 х 1050 

2 (= 600,000 km/s) -1.21 х 10 
; 1 

l о (= 3.0 х 106 km/s) -3 .ОЗ х 1052 

100 (= 3.0 х J 07 krp/s) - 3.03 х 1054 

' Assшne: R= 50 m, с;= 10' ш-1 

Lobo and Visser (Rеfегелсе 12) constructed an improved model of the \/1/агр drive 
spacetime Ьу applying linearized gravity to the weak-field wагр drive case and testing 
the energ y conditions to first алd second orders of v,,1l!'p· The fundamental basis of their 
model is that it specifically intludes а finite mass spaceship that interacts with the V11arp 
ЬuЬЫе . Their resu lts veri fied tha t all wa rp drive spacetimes violate the eneгgy , 
conditions and will continue to do so fог arbltra гily low warp ЬuЬЫе speed. They also 
found that the energy condition violations in this class of spacetimes is generic to \the 
form of the geometry under coлsideгation and is not а side effect of the superlumjnal 
properties. Based on these facts plus Equation (2.3) and ТаЫе 2, i~ appears that f;or all 
conceivaЫe laboratory experiments in which negative energy сап Ье created in m jnute 
amounts, the warp ЬuЬЫе speed will Ье absurd ly low. 

Coupling of the fin ite spacesh ip mass with the warp ЬuЬЫе leads to the (quite 
reasonaЫe) condition that the net total energy stored rn the warp ЬuЬЫе Ье less than 
the total rest-energy of the spaceship itself, which places а strong constraint upori the 
( dimension less) speed of the warp ЬuЬЫе (Reference 3) : ' 

(2.4) 

where Л;fship and R s11ip are the mass and size of the spaceship, respectively, and R i~ the 
radiOs of the .warp ЬuЬЫе. Equation (2.4) indicates that fo r any reasonaЫe va luesjof 
t he engineering pa rameters inside the brackets, v1varp wil l Ье absurdly low. This res;ult is 
due to the intrinsic nonl inearity of the general relativistic field equation. То illustrate 
th is point, the example starship parameters from ТаЫе 2 (R = 50 m, Л ,..., 1 /cr = 16-3 m) 

1 . 

аге inserted into Equation (2.4) and assume А1;;1 , ;р = 106 kg to find that 1\,-arp :::; 1 .7 t х 
10 -14 (or 5. 16 х 10-5 m/s) . Garden snails can crawl faster than this. And if R and Nfs111p 

' 

з 
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аге kept constant, then л = 3.37 х 1024 m (or 3.57 х 108 light-years) in order for' v,varp $ 

1, which is an unrealistic requirement оп the warp ЬuЬЫе design. · 

Because this energy requirement js so phenomenally high one finds it of paramoчnt 
importanae to explore new ideas in the field of warp drive technology. What now ifollows 
is а pedagogically rich review of the novel warp dri ve concept that we have been i 
developing since 2005 . 

З. The Cosmological Constant 

Einstein is famous for а multitude of achievements in the field of physics. Argua Ьl,Y his 
most notaЫe contribution is the General Theory of Relativity, а geometric descrip~ion of 
gravitation whose fundamental idea relates the matter and the energy content of;the 
universe to the geometry of spacetime. Simply put, the presence of matter and energy 
causes spacetime to curve, and t his curva ture controls how rhatter and energy mbve 
through spacetime. General . re lativity has been the prevailing theory of gravitatio~ since 
1915 and thus fa r has unamblguously passed observational and experimental tests. It 
remains an active агеа of research and technology is still being developed to test · 
certain features of the theory. Gravitational waves, for example, are one prediction 
from GR; however, technology is only now reachihg the stage of maturity to allow for 
the detection of these waves. ' 

3.1 EINSTEIN'S EQUATION AND ТНЕ INTRODUCTION OF Л 
' Upon completion of GR, Einstein applied his theory to the entire universe. Не firm!y 

. ' believed in Mach's principle, and the only way to satisfy this was to a.ssume t hat space 
is globally closed and tha t the metric tensor should Ье determined. uniquely from ~he 
energy-momentum tensor (Reference 13). Не also assumed that the un iverse was 
static, which was а reasonaЫe assumption at the time because observational 
astronomy had not advanced to а level that contrad icted this paradigm. In 191 7, when 
а static solution to his equations cou ld not Ье found, he introduced the cosmological 
constant Л (Reference 14): 3 · 

R 1 R SnG Т \ 
)11' -? g)(V = - ,,-. /11' + j gJIV ' 

:... с 
(3.1) 

In this equation Яр 1· is the Ricci curvatu re teлsor, R is the Ricci cu.rvature scalar, TJ,. is 
the stress-energy-momentum tensor, 4 and gµ•· is the spacetime metric. The left-h~nd 
side of Eq uation (3.1) encodes the curvature in the geometry of spacetime, and the 
right-harid side encodes the source of matter-energy that curves spacetime. · 

The add ition of !\са п Ье understood as а term in the equation v~hfch allows one toi 
adjust theory to match observation. In Einstein's case, he chose to add л to ensure that 
the uriiverse was static and unchanging. In later years, he often referred to this 
amendment to .his equations as his "Ьiggest Ыunder." Several years after GR had !Deen 
formula ted, the astronomer Edwin НuЬЫе discovered the phenomenon of galactic ! 
redshifting, which strongly indicated that the universe was indeed expanding. This ' 

3 Pronounced "lambda. " 
4 1;". encodes th.e density and flux of· а matter source's energy and momentllln. 
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theoret ical prediction from GR was ignored Ьу Einstein because of his belief in а фtatic 
universe. 

Even though Einstein retracted the addition of л into his equations, it is now known that 
it does inCleed play а role and is typically included in GR equations . Data from precise 
astronomical observations strong ly suggest th;:!t ап extremely small, yet пon-zer<? л is а 
пecessary feature of GR and is responsiЫe for the ехрапsiоп of the universe that!is 
observed . 1 

i 

From а physi,cal perspective, А represents an inherent energy density associated Y.,ith 
empty space . One way to envision this is to take а perfectly insulating Ьох into deep 
space, алd then to remove all matter алd all energy from this Ьох so that it encloses а 
perfect void . Even in this emptiпess, а residual energy field would remain. Accorфng to 
GR, the effect of this energy would Ье to cause the region of space to ехращJ, alqeit at 
an extremely smal l гаtе. То summarize, л is а ublquitous, ever present feature of 
space, and its presence causes space to expand. ' 

In the late 1990s it enierged that not only is the universe expanding, but the rate of 
expansion is, in fact, increasing. Since then, it has become more popular to refer ~о л 
as dark eпergy, and the remainder of this рарег wШ fol/ow this coлvention. ! 

Although the гоlе of dark energy is extremely ~vell understood mathematically, afld in 
tl1e context of its effects оп spacetime, its physical nature is still а mystery. One knows 
that it is homogeneous, поt particularly dense, апd tl1at it does not interact with any of 
the fundamental forces of nature. One also knows that it exerts negative pressurJ on 
spacetime, which explains the observed accelerated expansion (Reference 15, 16). As 
there is yet to Ье а reasonaЫe explanation for the fundamental orig in of dark ene'гgy , 
the proЫem is consid ered serious and has Ьееп tackled Ьу а large number of emфent 
and respected physicists, including previous Nobel prize winners (Refer·ence 17) , 

Because dark energy is intimately related to the expansion of space, and because' this 
expansion is exactly the feйture that would allow for а warp drive to function, an 1 

understanding of this mysterious energy is of paramount importance in the 
development of this novel propulsion technology. 

4. Casimir Energy and the Quantum Vacuum ' 

А central theme in this рарег is the notion of the qua ntum vacuum. То а particle \ 
physicist, the term "vacuum" me<;Jns the ground state of а quantLim field in some ' 
quantum theory for matter. In geпeral, this ground state must оЬеу Lorentz invarlance, 
at least with regaгds to three spatial dimensions, meaning that the vacuum must iook 
identical to all observers. 

At all energies ргоЬеd Ьу experiments to date, the universe is accurately describe!;J as а 
set of quantum fields. То а non-physicist а quantum field may, at first, Ье а strange 
concept to grasp. This is because one generally likes to visualize the th ings one th.jnks 
about; for example, an electron and even а photon provides something one can, O:n 
some level, picture in one 's minds. Simply put, а quantum field is an intangiЫe j 
mathematical object 1Nhose properties are idea l in explaining nature. Theories hav~ 
reached such an advanced level that the famНiar physical images tt1at dne appreciates 

! 
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must Ье abandoned for more .erudite mathematical constructions which are bett~r 
suited at describlng the build ing Ыocks of nature (Reference 18-20) . 

' If one takes the Fourier transform of а fгее quantum fie ld,5 each mode of а fixea 
wavelength behaves like а simple harmoлic oscillator. А quantum mechanical prqperty 
of а simple harmonic oscillator is that the ground state exhiblts zero-poi.nt fluctu~tions 
as а consequence of the Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle. Опе way to understanф these 
zero-point f luctuations is to imag ine releasing а pendulum and watching as dissiPiative 
forces slowly try to bring the pendulum to а stop. The uncertainty principle would 
ensure that the pendulum was never аЫе to соте to а complete rest, bt.Jt insteac,I 
woul.d exhiblt microscopic oscil lations around the equilibrium position indefinitely.i Of 
course, for а геаl macroscopic pendulum, these fluctuations would Ье miлiscule and all 
but impossiЫe to detect; however, the analogy with а quantum harmonic oscШat9r 
holds well. The expectation value of the energy associated with the ground state ~nergy 
of а quantum oscillator is: ' 

с "" (E)=-"f/ik 
2 n=I · " 

(4.1) 

1 
In this formula с and h are the speed of light and Planck's reduced constant (1.05!5 х 
10-34 J-s), respectively, ar:id k is the wave-vector rela ted to the momeritum of the • 
quantum field. One of the features of this grou nd state energy is that the wave vector 
h.as an iпfinite degree of freedom . Clearly t his sum is divergent; however, this is ijl 
common feature of quantum field theory, and an array of mathematical techn iques 
known as renormalization exjsts to deal v'Vith tt1e infinities that arise. 

4 .1 ТНЕ CASIMI R EFFECT 

The quantum fluctuations of the vacuum fields give rise to а number of pherюme~a ; 
however, one is part1Clilarly striking. The Casimir Effect, which wil l Ье explored in jmore 
detail in this раре г, is arguaЬly the most sa!ient manifestation of the quantum vaquum. 
In 1948, Н. Casimir puЫished а profound paper where he explained the van der \fi/aals 
interaction in terms of the zero-point energy of а quantized field (Reference 19). ~n its 
most basic form, the Casimir Effect it is rea lized through the interaction of а pair qf 
neutral parallel conducting plates (with sepa ration distance с!). The presence of th~ 
plates modifies the quantum vacuum, and th is modification causes the plates t o ь!= 
pulled toward each other with а force: ' 

ticn2 

F=--.-
240d 4 

j 

\(4. 2) 

This is а profound result in the sense that the origin of th is force caлnot Ье traced [back 
to one of the four fuпdamental forces of nature (gravity, electromagnetism, and t~e two 
nuclear forces), but is а force that is entirely due to а modification of the quantum. 

' vacuum. 

5 Ву "free" we rnean that the field does not iпteгact with ott1er fields. 
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Figuгe 2. The Inteгior Region of Parallel Conducting Plates. The region expeгiences а reduced quant9rn 
vacuum energy density 01ving to the boundary coпdition the plates im·pose оп the fields. This generates а · 
1neasuraЫe attractive force that pushes the plates together. 

For many ye.ars, the paper remained unknovm (Reference 22), but from the 197Щ; 
oлward the Casimir effect received increasing attentioл, and over the last decade Jt has 
become very popular {Reference 23) . The Casimir effect is а purely quantum effef t· In 
classica l electrodynamics the force between the plates is zero. The ideal scenat-io pccurs 
at zero temperature when there are no real photons (only virtual photons) betwe~n the 
plates; thus, it is the ground state of the quantum electrodynamic vacuum which ! 
causes the attraction. The most important feature of the Casimir effect is that ev~n 
thoug h it is purely quantum in nature, it manifests itse\f macroscopically. For exar)-iple, 
for two pa rallel plates of area А = 1 cm2 separated Ьу а distance of d = 1 ,иm the force 
of attraction is F' ~ 1.3 х 10-7 N. This force is certainly within the range of laboratфry 
force-measuring techniques. · 

Typically, the calcu lations of the expectation value of the vacuum аге divergent, 6 !>о 
some form of renormalization must Ье performed. А full review of the experiment~I 
verifications of the C~simir effect are beyond the scope of this paper, but it is certainly 
worth mentioning that experiments at Washington University using ultra-sensitive' 
Atomic Fогсе Microscopes have experimentally verified the theoretical predictions pf the 
Casimir fo rce to within 1 percent accuracy (Reference 24, 25). Needless to say, many 
physicists consider this to Ье а real and well estaЬlished phenomenon. 

• Di11ergent meaning th.e equation predicts ап iпfiпi .te result. Divergences are typical in many calculations us/ng 
quantL1m field theory, and ап а п·ау of ingenious tools is used Ьу physicists to extract finite and rheaningful results. 

! 
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In summary, quantum field theory predicts that the vacuum is an interlaced соь+еь of 
quantum fields which are пеvег strictly at rest, and whith exhiblt zero·point : 
fluctuations. These fluctuatiohs give rise tб real and measuraЫe phenomerюn, w\th the 
Casimir effect being the most poignant. It seems only natural to attempt to relat~ the 
ideas from the previous section regarding а ublquitous dark епе гgу field to this ' 
quantum vacuum energy . If а relatioпship сап Ье estaЫ ished , one would Ье а step 
closer to the technological realization of warp drive. 1 

5. Extra Space Dimensions 

In connection with the Casimir effect, extra dimensions provide а rich агепа for ofie to 
generate models tha t explaiп th.e origin of dark energy. Technically speak i пg , the: 
Casimir effect is а direct coпseq uence of the пoп-trivial boundary coпd itions that ithe 
presence of the conducting plates imposes uроп the quantum vacuum .. The quaп~um 
modes оп the iпterior region of the plates .are restricted, and there is а pressure ! 
difference wheл compared to the quantum vacuum on the exterior region of th.e P,lates. 
It is this pressure difference that causes the plates to attract . 7 

' 

А very simiJar phenomenon to the Casimir effect сап occur wheп the quantum vatuum 
~mergy in extr~ .spa.ce di:nensions are consider~~· The exploration of this idea ha~ 
1mportant ram1f1catюns 1n the context of explaining dark energy . Before one сап i 
address these ideas it is necessary to review the role of higher space dimensions in 
physics. · 

It .was Riemann, 1;11ith his developmeпt of differential geomet ry in the 19th ceпtur), who 
provided the necessary tools to study hfgher dimensional descri ptioпs of the worla 
(Reference 26). Rfemann held the belief that 3-dimensiona l space was поt enoug ~ t o 
provide an adequate description of nature. Improvements iп physics led to Maxw~ll's 
unified theory of electricity and magnetism, and then GR, which uni fied space ahd time 
with Specia\ Relativity (SR). Insp]red Ьу these unifications, physicists of t he еагlу \2oth 
century wanted to uпify gravity ёind electromag netism. The first attempt was Ьу i 
Nordstrom in 1914, who used а scaJar potentia l for the gravitational field. Later 4eyl 
апd Kaluza, using Einstein 's teпsor potential, followed tvvo separate paths. WeYl 's , 
attempt iпvolved ап alteration ofthe geometry of spacetime in four dimensioпs . His 
early attempts had physical coпsequences which did r:юt match experimental datal 
Howeveг, Weyl's ~vork was extended Ьу Eiпstein and Schrodinger iпdependently in the 
Einstein -Schrodinger non-symmetric field theory, which is widely regarded as t he tnost 
advanced unified field theory based on classical physics. · 

5.1 kALUZA-KLEIN THEORY 

In 1919 Ka luza (Refereпce 27) offered а unique approach to uпifying gravity and 
electromagnetism Which involved adding an adфtional spatial dimeпs io п to GR, aJ\d 
populating this extra dimension with two mathematica l objects called а vector potential 
А." and а scalar potential ф. The line element iл this theory is given Ьу: 

' i 
7 This analogy is not strictJy true as different geometries cari, in fact, create repulsive Casimir fo"ces and so the 
pressure analogy breaks down. I t is, J10wever, а useful vis.ua!ization tool, 
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cls2 = ф-у;( .. <, + 4 л ф)dхРс/х'' + 2ф% А dx''dy + ,;.Узdу2 
6 µ1, "Р~" " · · р .у~ . (5.1) 

where the Greek indices run from О to З (О represents the time coordinate and 1 j"3 the 
space coordinates), arid where the higher dimension is expressed using у. T!Je pgwers 
of ф are selected for later convenience. Upori solving Einstein's equation iп this ~igher 
dimeлsional space usiпg this metric, Kaluza was аЫе to accurately reproduce bo~h GR 
and e!ectromagnetic theory. However, the theory made an additional prediction which 
was not consistent with observation and was somewhat of an embarrassment for: 
Kaluza. 

The main failure of Kaluza's idea, and an 
issue that caused Einstein to delay his 
endorsement of the рарег Ьу two years, . 
was the very obvious fact that we clearly 
exist in three spatial dimensions and not 
four. This issue was tackled in 1926 Ьу 
Oskar Кlein (Reference 28), who 
suggested that the 51.h dimension 
compactifies, so as to have the geometry 
of а ciгcle of extremely small radius. One 
\"lay to eлvisage this additional dimension 
is to imag ine а garden hose. It is only 
when one magnifies the image the 
toroidal structure is visiЬle. Fгom а long 
distapce it looks fike а 1-dimensional line, 
bL!t а closeг inspection гeveals that every 
point оп the Иnе is, in fact, а circle (see 
Figure 3 for an illustration). Figure З. Internal Structure of а Seemingl~ One• 

Dimensional Object , 

Wnile Kaluza-Юein (КК) theory is considered elegant in its simplicity, it is not wiфout 
proЫems. One obvious cгiticism is that the theory is non-predictive, in tl1at it doe~ not 
extend Einstein's or Maxwell 's theories, but merely synthesizes t he formalism wit~ in а 
new mathematical f ramework. А mоге serious criticism regards the introduction of the 
5th dimension, whicl1 was, and still is, seen as an artificial construct since our uni~erse 
is appaгently 4-dimensional. 8 

КК theory remained largely ignored and was consfdered somewhat obscure fог the first 
half of t he twentieth centu ry, as were the speculations гegarding additional spatia'I 
dimensions. However, the Ыrth of string theoгy generated а renewed interest in the 
idea, large\y due to stгing theory's pгomise of being .а quantum theory of gravity ,j 

Unification is one of the main themes in the history of science and is а guiding pripciple 
in theoretical physics. Countless examples exist where diverse and seemingly u nr~lated 
phenomena have been understood in terms of а small number of underlying pгinci ples . 
In the 1940s, it was demonstгated that quantum mechanics and electromagnetisrh 
could Ье accurately described Ьу quantum f ield theory, алd Ьу the 1970s the weak and 

8 IncJuding t ime, of course. 
9 Quantum gravity is considered somecvt1at or а " holy grail'' within the. theoretica l physics cornmunity. 
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strong nuclear forces could also Ье described using QП. The full theory, called t~ e 
Standard Model of particle physics, is а гguаЫу the most successful physical theoty to 
date. ' 

Despite tf\le successes of the Standard Model, incorporating gravitational interactlons 
using the methods of QFТ has proven to Ье one of the most challenging proЫem$ facing 
theoretical physics today . String theory is currently the best candidate for а quaritum 
theory of gravity (Reference 29). The divergences associated with pOint particle 1 

gravitational interactions are removed in string theory via the extended na~ure о~ the 
string. А review of string theory falls far outside the scope of this рарег; however,, t he 
theory contains numerous compelling features that deserve mention hеге. Оле of the 
most discussed aspects of string theory is its pred iction that additional dimensiorV> of 
space exist, and are indeed required fo r string theory to work. One of the predictlons of 
string theory ls that these additional dimeпsions are extremely small, оп the ord~r of 
10-35 m. However, there а ге also popular models which attempt to explain cer.tai ~ 
aspects of nature that iлvolve \агgе extra diniensions which we will briefly introd ~ce. 

5.2 LARGE EXTRA DIMENSIONS 

Models with laгge extra dimensioпs have enjoyed а revived interest in physics .. T~is 
begari with the Arkani-Hamed, Dimopoulos, and Dva li (ADD) proposal to lower thf 
quantum gravity scaJe to the 10 t o 100 TeV scale10 (accessiЬle to the next generation 
of particle accelerators) Ьу embeddiпg the Standard Model fields in а 3+1 dimens1onal 
brane existing iл а higher dimensional bulk spacetime (Reference 30, 31). GravitY is 
free to propagate in the bulk, which effectively dilutes its streпgth, This idea was 1 

inspired Ьу M-theory, where it was recog nized that the scale of quantum gravity qould 
Ье towered from the Planck energy sc.ale to the Grand Unification Тhеогу (GUT) emergy 
scale (Reference 32-35). 11 The assumpti9ns underlying the ADD model а ге : 

• n-extra dimensioпs compactified on а torus with volume У"""" (2тсr)п. 

• Standard Model fields аге local ized to the brane. 

Gravity сап propagate in the bulk. 

• There is no cosmological constant fn the bulk or оп the boundary. 

• The Ьгапе is stiff. 

The bulk action for this model сап Ье given Ьу: 

i (5.2) 

where g is the matrix determinant of the metric and the two tilde-quantities are t~e 
4+n dimeпsional Planck mass апd Ricci scalar, respectively. Ву integrating out thei 
extr<i dimensions, it is simple to show tl1at : 

'
0 1 TeV = 1011 eV (1 eV = 1.602 х 10-1

• J ) is а rnass-energy scale used in elementary particle physics. 
"Planck energy (hc5/G) 112 " ' 1028 eV; GUT energy > 1он GeV (1 GeV = 109 eV). 
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''·f· ~.' ~ (7 )" л'°)11"·2 . 1 1'1 - -1tY 1.V.L (5.3) 

i 

/vfp1 is the Planck mass1
2. (in our usual 4-dimensional spacetime) and 1· is the size \of the 

ехtга spa\::e dimensions. This remarkaЫe result indicates that the Planck scale is,\ in 
fact, а quantity that is derived from а more fundamental quantum gravity scale 9nd 
also the vo lume of the extra dimensions. Physicatly, this implies that the gravitori is 
diluted across the bulk with а dimfnished intersection with the familiar 3+ 1 dimensional 
bra ne. ; 

; 

! 
In this type of model the size of the i nterлal space is of order 1/М and the effective 

cosmological constant is оп the order Лetf ~ 8аМ;} х 10
:

2 

(Reference 36, 37). Se~ing 
· а , 

the value of the corresponding energy density equal to the known density of dагК 
energy, one fiлds tha t the extra-dimensionaJ radius is 1· N 10-3cm. Similar results lare 
found in models With more comp!ica ted iлterncil spaces. This is an important resu/t in 
the context of dimeлsional manipulation. ! 

Note that extra dimeлsions t hat are accessiЫe to а// the Standard Model fields са ~ also 
Ье realized . These moqels аге known as Universal Extra Dimensions (UED). In the case 
of recent experimental constra ints, а compactification scale as row as 1 TeV is all9wed. 

5.3 RANDALL SUNDRUM BRANE MODELS 

The idea that the universe сап Ье modeled as а (mem)brane existing in а higher ; 
dimensional bu lk spacetime has received а huge amount of attention in recent ye~rs 
(Reference 38-46). It is possiЫe that the Ьrапе energy density affects the spaceti\-ne 
curvature, and an approximation can Ье achieved Ьу first consider'ing а model wh~re 
branes are located at the two ends of а period ic Sth dimension. То ensure staЬility ! of the 
model two branes аге required to ba lance the bulk energy . То get а staЫe metric). the 
effects of the Ьга nе on the spacetime must Ье compensated .Ьу а negative cosmol,ogical 
constant in the bulk . Jhus, the 5tn dimension can Ье considered а slice of Antf-deSitter 
(AdS) 13 space bouпded Ьу flat branes, and the price of keeping the branes flat is to 
introduce curvature into the 5th dimension, Such models аге termed warped extrё!I 
dimensions. 1 

The Randall- Suпdrum (RSl) model (Reference 47, 48) proposes а novei geometri(al 
solution to the hierarchy ргоЫеm . The hierarchy proЫem questions why gravity is! so 
much weaker than the weak force (which is 1032 times stronger) , and why the Higgs 
Ьоsоп is so much lighter than the Planck mass. In the RSl setup, the Standard Mqdel 
fields аге now confiпed to one of two 3-Ьгапеs which lie at the eпdpoints (i.e., fix~d 
points) of ап 5 1 / Z2 orblfold,14 except for the Higgs field. One of the branes physi~ally 
corresponds to ''оuг" universe ahd is sometimes referred to as the IR ог "visible" qгane. 
The closer а Standard Model field is to the visiЫe Ьrапе, the gгeater its c:ovpling tq the 

' 2 2.18 х 10-• kg . 
'' Anti-deSitter space is а Lorentzian manifold with а constant negative scalar curvature. I n terms of Genera:1 
Relativity, this Js а solution to Einstein's field equation ;vith an attractive cosmologica l constant. 1 
'"An 5 1/Z2 corresponds to а circular ехtга dimension with an additionaf symmetry. This type of projection is \ 
popular in а number of higher dimensional models due to its abllity· to mathematically "project" out certai п j 
phenomenologically undesiraЫe fields. ! 
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Higgs1 and t herefore the greater the mass. Th e second brane is the uv or "hiddeh" 
Ьгаnе . The line element in RSl is descrlbed Ьу the metгic: ' 

(5.4) 

171". is the metric tensor for the D-dimensional Minkowskl spacetime, the AdS curvature 
rad ius is given Ьу l /k and the interbrane separation is g iven Ьу 1· . The 5 th dimens\on is 

compactified оп the orblfold of length а , where а < Ф < а. The orЬifold fi xed po i фts 
located at Ф = О and Ф = а correspond to the location of t he visiЫ .e and the hidd;en 
Ьгаnе. · 

The exponential factor is referred to as the warp factor and is an appealing featuJe in 
the RSl model, as it сап both generate а TeV mass sca le from the Planck scale i~ the 
higher dimensional theory and reduce the effective gravitational st rength on the VisiЬle 

brane through the s.uppression factor e-2 kri ФJ while retaining ~ bulk width that is оф1у а 
couple of orders of magnitude above the Planck sca le . . In additioл to the stabllizaljion of 
t he interbrane separation1 the quantum effects from the bulk Пelds (aka the Casimir 
energy) сап also provide а mechaпism for the generation of dark energy оп the VjiSiЬle 
brane. · 

5.4 ЕХТRА DIMENSION SUMMARY 

Although there is still no direct evidence of extra spatia l d i mensioпs, there is the \ 
possibllity that t he experiments planned at Фе Large Hadroп Collider could detect 
particle decay signatures that would indicate t he presence of higher di mensions. ~n fact, 
all the theoretical groundwork has been performed Ьу theorists1 and as soon as t~e LHC 
i~ runni_ng s~oothly i~ could, in prin.cip le, ~emonstrate the .existence of higher i 
dtmeпsюns 1n а relat1veJy short репоd of trme. Any such d1scovery would represe fil t а 
truly rad ical alteration of our understanding of nature1 and many new questions ~i ll 
emerge regarding the potential role extra dimensioпs cou ld play in advanced 1 

technologies (which will Ье discussed in more deta il later in this paper). 

6. Daгk Energy as а Higheг Dimensional Artifact 

As discussed earlier, the vacuum of spacetime сап Ье visualized as а sea of qL1 a nфm 
fields never fully at rest due to the Heisenberg Uncerta inty Principle. The oscillatio;ns of 
the vacuum rad iate energy over а range of frequencies in much t he same way th~t an 
osciНating electron emits i=iectromagnetic energy, and in this way, there ex ists а ground 
state energy associated with space itself. The vacuum pcitential fог а periodic scalar 
field in tl1e ADD model described above is given Ьу (Reference 48-50 ) : 

11" _ 1·1.· с ~ r d4 

k 1 [.k2 ( Г1 7<)
2 

• 2] · - - L., ·- - 4 og + - -- -r m . 
2 п~-«> (27l) R 

(6.1) 

where k is the momentum modes of t he quantum fields, R is the radius of the 5th 1 
dimension, and п1 is t he mass of the field . The prime on the summation indicates t he 
11 =О term is excluded . Tl1e integral over the continuous momentum modes of the ' 
quantum fields is divergent1 as is the infinite summation over the extra-dimension?I КК 
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modes; however, as men_tioned earlier, dimensiona\ regularization (а form of 
renormal ization) са п Ье used to extract а finite result. This equation di ffers from : 
Equation ( 4.1) in that the quantum field that we consider has both mass and а dj?gree 
of freedom in the higher dimension . Working with а scalar field, the result сап later Ье 
extended simply for the case of тоге phenomenologica\ly viaЬ\e fie\ds (fermions) for 
example)\ 

Оuг own research focuses upon exploring а new way to handle the infinities arisi i\ig 
from Equatioп (6.1), and after performing а novel regularization it was discoverep that: 

1 
/' - m z (5) !. 

~ "' 2 "' . V = - --
5 

"L,K
5 
(2тп~) (6.Z) 

32 n:2r 2 11~ 1 2 

where ( is the Riemann zeta function, and K512(2mm) is the modified Bessel funct ipn of 
the second kind. Although the summation is infinite, the function converges rapidly and 
so а good approximation is obtained Ьу performing th.e sum up to п = 10. Since i 
discovering this formula, the resu lt agrees with derivations of this energy based qn 
different regularization methods ё!Пd so one is confident in the va\idity of Equation 
(6.Z). 

It is relative\y straightforward to ca lculate the contributions to the vacuum energy 
density coming from each field in the Standard Model of particle physics. For example, 
the electron is а fundamental quantum field whose ublquitous ground state energy 
contributes to the vacuum energy density. Similarly, the photon is а fundamental . 
quantum field whose ublquitous ·ground state energy also contribu tes to the vacuum 
energy density. In fact, all Standard Model fields contribute а finlte and calculaЫe 
component to the overall energy density of space. · 

Equation (5 .1) expresses the vacuum energy density for а periodic massive scalar field. 
Using knowledge of supersymmetry multipl_ets it is possiЫe to enumera te this energy 
for а\1 fields occurring in the Standard Model (Reference 49): · 

v;.,,,,,Q/,(r) =-4f/''"(r)' 

v- ' ) 15 v+( ) 
ft .,.mfvn(l' =4 . т· · ' 

vi . ) ?'f'+( ) 
111):;;.1 \r· = - / 1' • 

Also, knowledge of the vacuum eпergy density fo r а mass/ess field: 

v- 3((5) 
11шs.~·lc,t.\' = - -64 . 2 4 ! 

7r " 

\Vill allow one to fully articulate the energy density of the vacuum in terms of the 
building Ьlocks of nature. This is expressed algebraically as : 
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(Е \ - "' V"" + /1 _j_ V 
\'{ic· / - .L...J. ; iн)~х ' 1'.m:s,'\l1lJ','i ' (6.5) 

1=.l 

where the index i runs over the spectrцm of Standard ModeI fermions. Using Equ;ation 
(6 .5), and slight variations, we are аЫе to computationaily build а model which · 
demonstrates how the vacuum energy density varies as а function of higher f 

dimensional radius. It caлnot Ье overstated that а full understanding of the vacu wm 
structure is of critical importance when attempting to understand the nature of dhrk 
energy and tь investigate its possiЬle fnanipulation. ' 

It is important to appreciate that, for example, а physical eJectron does not actu~lly 
have to Ье present at а specific point in space for it to contribute to ·the vacuum 1nergy 
deпsity. But that the vacuum always has the potentia l tb allow an electron to exist at 
алу point iп space. Thus, at alJ points in space а virtua/ e/ectгon exists. This virtu~I 
electron is а basic and fl.mdamental feature of the intrinsic makeup of spacetime \tself. 
In this way, empty space has а ground state energy that is due to the virtua/ i 
contгibutions of all fields that occur in nature: electrons, quarks, photons, and indeed, 
the entire partrcle zoo. 

Many attempts have been made to relate this vacuum energy to dark eneгgy; ho~ever, 
because these qllantum fields are free to oscil late over а wide range of possfЫe i 

frequencies, when one i:alculates the sum;15 of all the contributions from all poss i~le 
frequencies of the vacuum, an energy density far in excess of that seen in nature \is 
recovered (Reference 50). · 

Our оwл work (Reference 51, 53) has demonstrated that when the coiltributiiJn d ~e to 
the extra,-dimensioпal quantum vacuum fields is iпcluded, lt is possiЬle to "tune" фе 
theoretic9! energy density Ьf the universe to agree with experimenta l ьbservation~ 
using extensions of Equation (6.5), provided allowance for certain exotic fie lds to l:!xist 
within the higher dimension. Although this тау at first appear counterintuitive, о~е 
novel feature of the quantum vacuum energy is that it сап contribute both positiv~ and 
negative eneгgy to the vacuum. The sigh of the contribution is fuлdamentally due)to 
the nature of the underlying virtual quantum field. For example, virtц'al fermionic f ields 
(e.g., electrons) contribute an overall positive eneigy to the vacuum, whereas viгtual 
bosonic fields contribute an overall negative energy. In this way, certain field 1 

comblnations allow for energy cancellations. The additional freed.om encoun.teгed \n 
higher dimensional theories means that it is а fairly straightforward matteг to adj4st 
the overall vaщum епегgу denslty to agree with the experimentally measured value for 
the cosfnological constant. ' 

! 
Essentia\ly, this means that one is immediately presehted with а natL1ral explanation fог 
the existente of dark energy. Previous attempts to link dark елегgу to the vacuurтj 
energy had yielded grossly high theoretical predictions far in excess of that obserV:ed in 
nature; however, Ьу includiпg the contributions from higher dimensional f ields we ihave 
shown that the taming of this dark energy density is entirely possiЬle. The significance 
of this result is thatit provides а foundation upon which to explore possibllities rel ~ting 
to warp drive proplllsion. Маге simply, once one kлows why space expands, it beфmes 
possiЫe to explore technological possibllities to potentially ma ke space expand. ' 

" Technically we integrate over alf the possiЫe frequencies. 
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То summarize, the existence of dark energy may Ье attributed to the comЫned effects 
of vacuum flш;:tuations in "normal" 3+1 dimensional spacetime plus higher dimensional 
contributions. If this model proves to Ье correct, then ideas extending from this 
pa radigm could provide one with intriguing opportunities for technological intervention. 

\ 
7 . Warp Drive and Higher Dimensional Manipulation 

Both our own resea rch алd previous work in higher dimensional Casimir energy 16 

demonstrate that the magnitude of the vacuum energy is intimately related to the size 
of the extra dimension. More prec1sely, the smaller the extra dimension, the greater the 
Casimir energy (and vice versa: the Ьigger an extra dimension, tbe smaller the Casimir 
energy) . In fact, the energy is related to the rad ius of the higher dimension ra.ised to 
the fourth power, which means that very small chaлges in the radius of the extra 
dimension generate dramatic changes to the vacuum energy density. 

Figure 4. Manipulated Extra Dimension. А sufficiently advanced technology \'l'ith tfщ. capacity to directly interact 
•11ith and manipulate ап extra d Гmension· woUld .. bfi! аЫе to locally adjust the dark energy density in а given region of 
spacetime. 

What this means is that if an advanced technology \"las аЫе to influe.nce the radius of 
an extra dimension, then it would <Jcquire direct control over dark energy, and hence 
the expansion and contraction of space itself. As tremendous а feat as this may sound, 
at this early stage in the research it is one of the onfy viaЬle mechanisms to generate а 
warp drive. 

'" Quantum vacuum energy and Casimir energy аге often used interchangeaЫy in the litera ture. 

15 
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It is worthwhile to expand more on the concept of what we meali Ьу adjusting the 
radius of the extra dimension. 

7.1 ADJUSTING HIGHER DIMENSIONS FOR PROPULSIONS 

' Figure 4 should assist in the visualization of what а higher dimensional spcice might 
look like. I n this 1-dimensional example one сап see that all pdlnts have an cissociated 
higher dimension. One assumes .that generalfy the radius of the extra dimeпsion is 
fixed . It is this fixed radius which generates the observed dark елегgу density and is 
respons i Ьle for the homogeneity in the observed expansion of the universe. 

If one were to locally adjust tl1e higher dimensional radius then the dark energy density 
would also change loca\ly. Маге specifically, if one were to adjust the radius of the extra 
dimension in the direct vicinity of а spacecraft, then the dark energy density would also 
change опlу iл the vicinity of the spacecraft, as would the expansion of space. It is 
important at this point to appreciate that'g!obafly, the universe would continue to 
expand at the гаtе we observe today,. but that only in the prox imity of the spacecraft 
would space Ье "stimulated" to expand at some modified rate . 

Flgure 5 .. Artist's Conception of а F'uturistic Warp Drive Spacecraft. Ву locally adjusting the size of_ фе extra 
space dimension, the spacecraft is аЫе to geneгate the necessary warp ЬuЬЫе "r'equlred to suгpass the light speed 
barrier. · 

Of course, obvious questions present themse lves. Сап one really assume that а higher 
dimen5ion is circular? Also, if dark energy is responsiЬle for i:he expansion of space, tan 
we assume that it сап somehow Ье used to contract space, and лоt ji.Jst expand it? 

16 
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7 .2 ТНЕ GEOMETRY OF ЕХТRА DIMENSIONS 

То answer the first question, our most developed higher dimensional theo1·y (!"Hheory) 
works in seven additional spatial dimensions. The shape is believed to Ье what 
mathema\t:iciaпs ca ll а Cala bl -Yau manifold - а complex object that is notoriously 
challenging to work with. Physicists often like to work with simpfer models (а single 
extra dimension, for example) with an uncomplicated shape Jike the circle. Although 
th is may at first арреаг to Ье а gross simplifica tion, o~en these simplistic higher 
dimensional models both reflect the flavor of the physics involved, and give accurate 
predictions that аге believed to deviate from nature only at extremely high energ ies.

17 

For this reason , many of the resea rch 
papers investigating higher dimensions 
choose to work in the simpler circular 
higher dimensional space. А smaller 
fractjon of papers explore two additiona1· 
higher dimensions, which are commonly 
toroidal (see Figure 6), and an even 
smaller fraction of papers work in the full 
M-theoretic СаlаЬi-Уац manifold. At these 
еагl у stages of investigation, the 
add itional circular dimension represents 
ап adequate approximation. Should the 
research progress to а more highly 
developed phase, then it tnay become 
necessary to work within the CalaЫ-Yau 
manifold. 

With regards to the question of whether 
space ca n Ье made to contract, it seems 
possiЬle if one сап makt= the energy 

Figure 6. А Toroidal Higheг Pimension. This is one 
of tt1e many poss iЫe topologies explored iп higher 
dimensional theories. 

density of а given reglon of space negative instead of positive. This type bf space has 
been well explored Ьу physicists, and is known as anti-deSitter space. One of the 
unique features of Casimir energ y is th<Jt under тапу conditions it is kпown to Ье 
negative, and ttius with а c:arefu l manipulatioп of the higher dimensional fields it is, in 
principle, poss iЫe to generate the reqt1ired contraction of space. 

7.3 HIGHER DIMENSIONS AND STABILIZATION 

Our goal iп this section is to explore the possibllities of manipulatiпg а higher 
dimension, which will influence the local dark energy density <эпd thus the expansion 
and contraction of spacetime in the vicinity of а spacecraft. 

Before the issue of how to maпipulate а higher dimensi()n can Ье addressed, Лrst one 
must understand why an additional spatial dimension holds some fixed radius. This is а 
well know proЫem in higher dimensional phy:Sics and is tommonly called the proЫem of 
"modulL1s staЬilization. " Broadly stated, the qu,estion is as follows: if there are 
additional spatial dimensions, why do they поt perpetually expand, like our familiar 
dimensions of space, or alternatively, why do they not perpetually contract? What 

17 Fог example, 'in the viciпity ()f а Ыасk hole, or in tr1e first momeпts of the blg bang. 
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mechanism is it that allo1Ns for this hig her space to remain campact алd staЫe? Of the 
hahdful of theories that attempt to answer th is proЫem, one rs particularly appealing 
due to its natura\ness. 

А recurrir:ig theme throughout this paper is Casimir energy. This .energy is compelling 
due to the fact that it is а natural feature intrinsic to the fa bric of space itself. CasJmir 
energy in higher dimensions not only offers the promise of explaining the natuгe of dark 
energy, as discussed in previous sections, but сал also Ье utilized as а mechanism to 
stabl!ize the compact extra dimt:nsion. 

We have discovered in оuг research that with а riatural combination of fields, and а 
single exotic component, vie аге аЫе to generate а staЫe extra dimension (Reference 
51 , 53). The way to understand this is as follows: as mentioned earlier, each field in 
nature coпtributes а component. to the ground state of the vacuum (that is, the state of 
minimum energy of space) due to the virtual particle contributioris. When this energy is 
catculated for the case of three large ana опе compact spatial dimension, one discovers 
that this energy is а strong fцnction of the size of the 5Ф dimension. 

In our research, we summed the contributions from all the known fields in nature usiпg 
extensions of Equation (6 .5) . V./e discovered that with the add itioh of one add itional 
exotic field confined to exist in only the 5th dimension, а staЫe higher dimensional 
configuration was fouhd. Our motivations for the addition of extra exotic fields have а 
strong phenomenologica l foundation, and these exotic fields been stud ied successfully 
in the context of explaining solar neutrino oscillations (Refereщ::e 54-56) . . А fu ll 
discussion, however, is beyond the scope of this paper. 

То understand what is meant Ьу а staЫe hig her dimensional configu ration we refer to 
Figure 7, which is а plot illustrating the vacuum energy density as а funct ion of higher 
dimensional radius. · 

The x-axis represents the radius of the higher dimensian and the y-axis the eлergy 
delisity of spacetime. 18 We have shown the contributions to the energy density coming 
from the different fields of the Sta ndard Model, and also the additional exotic field. The 
overall energy density is illustrated as а thick Ыасk line. The most important feature of 
this graph is the matheгnatical minimum. А .good physical analogy here is to irilagine 
releas.ing а ba ll froin the fаг left of the Ыасk Iine: the ball would ro ll down the line .and 
become stuck in the minimum. The ball b<;:coming stuck in this minimщn is ал excellt:nt 
analogy to the dynamics of the higher dimension, which begins at some unstqЬle state, 
but evolves into а staЫe configura tion. 

,;; We work in " normallzed'' units. 
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Figure 7. А Comblnation of Phenomenologically ViaЫe Fields Generates а StaЫe Minimum of the 
Vacuum Energy Density at а Fixed Higher Dimensional Radius. This staЫe minimum, located at а positive 
eneгgy, indicates а staЫe deSitter type spacetime and гenects а realistic dark eneгgy model . Note in th is plot that 
the гa d ius of the ехtгэ dime·nsions is sho\vn on tl1e x-axis, and the eneгgy density on the y-axis (normalized units 
are used). 

Aпifica1 шiniшui:n 

>latural minimuш 

Л.11ifica\ 1ninimum 

Figure 8. False Vacuum Minima are Created Around а Spacecraft. The different minima create an 
asymmetric dark energy pressure оп 3-space which generates the v~arp ЬuЬЫе. I n this plot the x-ax1s гepresents 
the radius of the extra dimension, and the y-axis represents the energy density (normalized units аге used) . 

The key to creating а warp drive is to create а false vacuum minimurn, i.e., to modify 
the vacuum spectrum and inject some fie ld wh ich creates а deSitter minimum at the 
rear of the сга~ and an anti-deSitter minimum at the front of the craft. What this 
requires is а technology that would allow us to arti ficially manipulate the field content 
illustrated in Figuгe 7, shifting the location of the minimum . In this basic 
representation, the spacecгaft would sit in а staЫe region of space coгresponding to the 
natural minimum of the extra dimension. At the front· and rear of the cra~, regions of 
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faJse min ima would Ье artificially created via the adjustment of the extra dimension 
(see Figure 8). These modified regions would correspond to increased and negative 
dark energy densities, thus creating the warp ЬuЬЫе previously discussed. 

7.4 ELEMENTARY WARP DRIVE CALCULATIONS 

This section ~v i l l explore the ca lculations relevant to propulsion . Specifically, it will 
determine the energy reqцired to accelerate а spacecraft to the speed of light. Ву 
associat ing the cosmolog ical constant with the higher dimensional Casimir energy, а 
straightforward relation between л апd the rad ius of the extra dimensions сап Ье 
determiлed : 

1 
р - 1\ -''"" - . Ji4 (7.1) 

А simpler way of developing the relationship between the energy density of space and 
the expansion of space is to express л as а function of HubЬle's constan t, н: 

(7.2) 

which is а standard result obta ined from GR. From these t wo formula, а re lationsh ip 
between the expansion of space а пd the radius of the extra dimension сап Ье showп: 

l 
н~N.2 • (7.3) 

This formu la really expresses the foundation of this novel warp drive concept: that а 
sufficiently advanced technology with the abllity to adjust t he radius of the extra 
d1mension !оса!/у would Ье аЫе to locally adjust the expansion and contractioп of 
spacetim e around а spacecraft. This asymmetric expansion creates the warp ЬuЬЫе 
illustrated in Figure 1. The spacecraft would always move within its own light cone and 
thus would not contradict any laV'1 of special relativity. The possibllity that the higher 
dimensional radius might vary froril place to р\асе has been explored in the context of 
string theory (Reference 57), and so is а valid acad emic pursuit. Hovvever, it has never 
before been suggested that this might facilitate а nevv and exotic form of propulsion . 

Equatioпs (7.1) and (7.2) used together express а relationship between the expaпsion 
of space .and the eпergy density of space. А sufficient iricrease in the energy density of 
space would generate а proportional increase in the expansion of space. Thus calculate 
the елегgу density of space that would Ье necessary to generate а local expansion of 
space at the speed of light. А local expansion at the speed of light, HubЬle's constant 
must Ье increased Ьу а factor of: 

(7.4) 

where Нс represents the modified HubЬ\e's constant, and the subscript с indicates that it 
is the HubЫe's constant for the case of light speed exparision. Н must Ье increased Ьу 
а factor of 1026 to achieve а local expansion of space equivalent to the speed of light. 
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Another relevant calculation regards the local energy density required to generate this 
expansion . А simifar caiculation to the one just performed ind icates t hat the 
cosmological constant, ап expression which characterizes the energy density of space, 
must Ье increased Ьу а factor of 1052

• This implies ап energy density of: 
\ 

Ре = ] 0 .i2 J/mз (7.5) 

This is, iпdeed, an incrediЬle number. However, the total energy req uirement would Ье 
reduced if ~ve assumed а " thin shell" of modified spacet ime. Figure 9 illustrates the case 
where the warp ЬuЬЫе thickness is reduced. More detailed research is 11ecessary before 
we could accurately predict the minimum shel l thickness tha t wou!d Ье necessary to 
support а staЫe warp field. However, if а shel l could Ье produced that was merely а 
single Planck length in thickness, then the energy requ irements would Ье teduced 
immenseJy , 

ю,," ... 
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Figuгe 9 . Two Images Ill ustratjng the Contгast Between а Thick (left) a nd Thin (гjght) S hell Wагр 
ВuЬЫе. А thin shell warp drive m odel has the ca pacity to dramatically reduce t he energy requirements of а warp 
drive. 

Undeг this new paradigm of warp drive, where the necessary contracting and expansion 
of spacetime is generated Ьу а manipulation of the radius of the ext ra dimension, one 
сап clearly see that the energy requirements are reduced immensely vvhen compared to 
the calculations of Lobo and Visser (Reference 12). ТаЫе З illustrates the energy 
req uirements fо г а range of multiple of the speed of light. All calculations аге order-of
magnitude. 
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ТаЫе 3. Negative Energy Required for Warp ВuЬЫе 

\Vщ·р .Factor, ' ''v-dfP E,,'ilrp (J) 

1 СГ5 (= 3 kmfs) -1 .00 х 1032 

10~1 (= 30 km/s) - 1.ОО х 1034 

О . О l (= 3,000 km/s) -1.ООх 1038 

0.5 (= JS 0,000 km/s) - 2.50 х 104 1 

1 (= light speed) -f .00 х ]042 

2 (= 600,000 km/s) -4.00 х 1042 

10 (= з.о х 106 kmis) -1.00 х 1()44 

100 ('= 3.0 х 107 kш/s) -3 .03 х 1046 

Upon comparing ТаЫеs 2 and 3, iinmediately one сап see the drastic energy repuctions 
that are apparent wh"en one uses the dimeлsiona l warp drive parad igm. The eriergy 
requ irements аге reduced Ьу а factor of 108

• Th_is eлergy is based oil а warp ЬuЬЫе 
that encompasses 100 m3 of space. As discussed ear lier, this is а "worst case" scenario, 
and the energy requi rements could Ье fцrther reduced, perhaps Ьу many orders of 
magnitud"e, Ьу utilizing the thin shell model il lustrated in Figure 9. 

These are, perhaps, the most impoгtant numerical results of this paper, as they set an 
upper limit on t he energy requirements necessary to generate а warp ЬuЬЫе, aild also 
оп the energy requirements necessary to sшpass the speed Of light. Еvеп though thi s 
energy requ irement is а vast improvemeлt on the calculations of Visser and Lobo, t he 
energies are sti ll far in ex cess of фоsе availaЫe in the foreseeaЫe future , 

One interestirig prospect to test this t heory i,s to consider the max imum energy density 
that is achievaЫe Ьу modern technology, and to calculate the expansion of space that 
this ehergy would generate. One could then conceivaЫy contemplate а taЫe-top 
expeгiment if the numbers allowed. What follows is а description of how this might 
work. 

7 .5 FUTURE EXPERIMENTS 

At this point we take а diversion into pure speculation as to what technological 
advaлcements may Ье necessary to build а device t hat might test our da rk energy 
theory. One knows from the Friedmann equations pf cosmology that normal matter and 
energy generate : 

а 4r.G ( . ,., ) -=·--. - р + _1р 1 
а 3 · · 

(7. 6) 

where а is the so-called cosmolog ical scale factor, р is the energy density апd р is the 
pressure. If one defines the quantity "= р/ р", one sees immediately that an accelerated 
expahsion of spatetime requires negative pressure. Currently, all kilown matter and 
energy generate и: > 1; ho\A1ever; dark energY has 1v = -1. I f it were possiЫe to 
tec::hnological ly create dark energy in the lcib, then this would assist with оцг 
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understaпding and experimentation with warp drive technology. То understand how, 
first discuss an analogy wit h energy Н' > 1. 

In а handful of labs scattered around the country, petawatt Jasers аге being built and 
tested. тi\ese аге lasers of profound capa Ьility, аЫе to generate short laser pu lses of 
intensity >> 1015 W/m2

, with peak focused power densi ties of >> 1027 W/m3
, and 

energy densit ies of > > 1016 J/m3
. If it were possiЫe to construct an exotic device 

whose energy output had 11' < 1, then using calculations identical to those to generate 
ТаЫе З, it would seem straightforward to show that the energy density produced Ьу an 
analogous dark energy laser would translate into а local expansion of space 
corresponding to 1\varp = 10-13 ог "' 10-5 m/s for every meter of space that the l;эser 
travels. 1t may Ье possiЫe to construct an experiment that could measure the modified 
expaпsion of space along the length of such а laser to test the predictions of this paper. 

7 .6 ТНЕ DEVELOPMENT OF ТНЕ TECHNOLOGY 

Althoi.Jgh а practical warp drive could Ье many years awa y from rea!ization, there are а . 
number of techлological developments that may, in fact , Ье necessary in order to allow 
prototype experiments to begin. First; а more complete understanding of dark energy is 
of paramount importance. As mentioned earlier, dark energy contributes approximately 
70 percent of the overall energy density of the universe, and is responsiЬle for the 
expansion of space. As one acquires deeper understanding of this energy, attempts to 
generate dark energy in the !аЬ would по doubt Ье а critical compoлent to а working 
warp drive. 

Other crucia l deVelopments include determining whether extra dimension are, iл fact, 
real. Once t his has Ьееп determined with absolute certaiпty, the role of extra 
dimensions апd their relationship with the universe that we а ге more familiar with will 
become а more serious focus of scientific research and atteпtion. 

As has been discussed, the stabllization of the extra dimensions and the accelerated 
expansion of the remaiпing four dimensions сап Ье realized via the Casimir i::nergy. The 
acceleration of t he 3-dimensioпal subspace is а naturally occurring phenomeпon which 
o.ccurs when the extra dimensions are stabllized. 

Ап important feature of the higher dimensional model is the dependence of the dark 
energy dehsity oh the size oгthe extra dimensions. ln models with large extra 
dimensions, t he iriteraction of the graviton КК tower vyith the Staпdard Model fields are 
suppressed Ьу the higher dimensional Planck scale and the corresponding couplings are 
inverse l eV in strel!g th. This сап Ье seen тоге clea rly wheп we coпsider the ехрапsiоп 
of the metric tensor in models with large extra dimeпsions com puted with iп liпearized 
gravity models : 

1 
gMN = 1lмN + \,{n/2-1 h.~IN ' 

J . [) 

where the capital letter iпdices indicate summation over the higher dimensions, /vf is 
the modified Planck rтiass, 17мN corresponds to flat (Minkowski) spacetime and f~мн 

corresponds to the bulk graviton fluctuations. The graviton interaction term in the 
action is expressed Ьу: 
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] r ' [> MN 
sinl = ' П/2 -J d Xtlм,vT ' 

:i\'1,) • 
7.8 

where тР-УN iS the higher dimensioпal eпergy-momentum tensor. The interactioп of the 
graviton with the gravitoп КК states and with the SM fields аге obtaiпed Ьу i пtegrating 

the action ьvе·г the extra coordinates. Because all these states are coupled 1ivith the 
universal strength 111vfp1 this leads to the compelling possibllity of the control of the size 
of the ехtга dimeпsions Ьу processes at eпergies that wil l Ье accessiЫe via the particle 
accelerators of the near future. Although the coupling is extremely smal /, the effective 
coupling is enhaпced Ьу the large пumber of КК states. 

Referriпg to Figure 7, additioпal energy in the form of matter or radiation with the TeV 
energy sca le сап alter the shape of the effective potentia l. In pa rticular, the extrema 
determiпing the size of the ехtга dimeпsjons аге modified wi th the change of the 
Casimir energy den5ity and hence, the dark energy density, i п the models L1nder 
considera tion. 

In the ADD model discussed iп Section 5.2, the Staпda rd Model fields are confined to а 
1 

4-dimensioпai brane and а new gravity scale !140 = G 2- 0 >> TeV is introduced in the D 

= 4 + d dimensions, where с/ is the number of extra dimensions. This is determined 
quite easily Ьу formi11g the higher dimensional action алd i ntegratiпg out the extra 
dimension. 

The Atlas experiment at CERN's Large Hadron Collider will have the capabllity to ргоЬе 
the ADD type extra dimeпsions up to AfD ~ 8 TeV. In the Randall Suпdrum sceпario, the 
hierarchy is explained Ьу the warp factor in the AdSS bulk geometry. А lower bound сап 
Ье placed on the lowest КК mass ьу electroweak precisioп tests (masses оп the order 
of 1 TeV are a!lowed). In the Universal Extra Dimension sceпario, Tevatron resul ts 
constrain the compactification scale to Мс > 400 GeV. Because the Atlas experiment 
wi/I Ье seпsitive to Мс - 3 TeV , the estimates in this sectioп indicate that if nature is iп 
fact described Ьу one of these higher dimensioпa l sceпarios, theп the additional 
dimensioпs сап Ье probed. 

Even more exciting is the possiЫlity that their size тау Ье coпtrolled at the energies 
accessiЫe to the Large Hadron Collider. When the Casimir energy to play the role of 
dark energy is involved, one сап see that the possibili.ty for the diret:t c.ontrol of the 
focal dark energy density Ьу controlliпg the size of the add itioпal dimeпsioпs is possiЫe. 

8. Summary 

The ideё! that а sufficieпtl.y advanced techпology may interact with, and acquire direct 
coпtrol over, the higher dimensions is а t anta lizing possibl/ ity, and one that is most 
certaiлly worthy of deeper iп vesti_gation . Control of this hig her dimeпsiona l space may 
Ье а source of technologica/ control оvег the dark energy density and could ultimateJy 
play а role in the development of exotic pгopulsioп techno/ogies; specifical /y, а warp 
drive. 

Of course, th fs may not Ье actualized until many yegrs iп the future, but consider the 
many spectacular physica/ phenomeпa that are believed to Ье true at this early poiпt in 
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the 21st centuгy. One believes that an energy field called the Higgs boson perme1tes 
spacetime and tha t the interaction of matter with this field is what is responsiЫe ffor 
particles acquiring mass. One believes that an exotic uЬiquitous energy source, i 
unimaginatively named dark energy, is responsiЫe for the current accelerated \ 
expansior\ of the universe based оп observation of supernova iп galaxies Ьi l lions bf light 
years from Earth. One also believes that the universe may not consist of the three 
spatial dimension of length, breacith, width, and one of time, but that, ih fact, there 
тау Ье as many as seven additional compactified dimensions assuming the topology of 
а Cal.aЫ-Yau manifold, апd that the fundamental building Ыocks of the universe qre, Гn 
fatt, extended string-like entities. 

Modern physics is full of many exciting and marvelously imaginative creations. Because 
one understands these curios1ties, one could potentially harпess these elements 6f 
natuтe for one's own technological ends. This is Ьу no means а certainty, but if we may 
make predictions based on the iппovativ~ history of scientific pioneers of the past, then 
it seems entirely possiЫe that the creative minds of the future may indeed find ways tb 
actomplish what, to us, may seem like magic. 
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